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Abstract Online portfolio selection is one of the most important problems in several research communities, including
finance, engineering, statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, etc. The primary aim of online portfolio selection
is to determine portfolio weights in every investment period (i.e., daily, weekly, monthly etc.) to maximize the investor’s final
wealth after the end of investment period (e.g., 1 year or longer). In this paper, we present an efficient online portfolio
selection strategy that employs a heuristic artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm to maximise the total wealth based on
historical stock prices. Based on empirical studies conducted on recent historical datasets for the period 2000 to 2017 on
four different stock markets (i.e., NYSE, S&P500, DJIA, and TSX), the proposed algorithm has been shown to outperform
both Anticor and OLMAR —the two most prominent portfolio selection strategies in contemporary literature. The algorithm
achieved 34.22 of the total wealth while Anticor and OLMAR returned 1.08, and 4.52 respectively, on the NYSE market.
On the S&P market, the algorithm returned 15.39 of the total wealth while the Anticor and OLMAR returned 6.20 and 2.2,
respectively. On the TSX market, the algorithm returned 2.43 of the total wealth while Anticor and Olmar returned 0.96 and
0.41, respectively.
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1. Introduction

On-line portfolio selection and simulation have attracted increasing interest in the machine learning and AI
communities recently. Empirical evidence has shown that high and low stock prices are temporary, while stock
price relatives are likely to adhere to the mean reversion property, which assumes that poor performing stocks
will perform well in the subsequent periods and vice versa. Most recently, portfolio optimization algorithms have
been developed based on the principles of the mean reversion property. In 2004, [2] published an influential paper
titled ”Can We Learn to Beat the Best Stock” in the Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research”, demonstrating
how a simple heuristic algorithm was able to consistently outperform the best stocks in NYSE, TSX, S&P500,
and DJIA stock markets for 9 years from 1994 to 2003. Interestingly, the algorithm was able to significantly
outperform all other more sophisticated and theoretically proven algorithms in the literature despite its simplicity.
The paper caught the attention of the research community to further pursue research in the area in order to develop
more profitable algorithms. Since then, several other new algorithms have been proposed, including PAMR [10],
CORN [8], and OLMAR [9]. Notably, the OLMAR algorithm has been shown to outperform all other existing
algorithms from recent empirical studies (after AntiCor [2]) when evaluated in four different stock markets (i.e.,
NYSE, TSE, SP500, and DJIA. [9]. The most extensive empirical studies were on historical NYSE data, which was
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evaluated from January 1985 to June 2010. Based on the empirical studies, [9] claim that the OLMAR algorithm
has generated improvements by 3 orders of magnitude after the end of investment on the NYSE dataset period,
when compared to the original Anticor algorithm [9].

In this paper, we will continue re-evaluate both algorithms with recent historical market data (i.e, from 2000
until 2017), in order to examine the applicability of both algorithms with current market volatilities. Based on our
examination, we have discovered several new findings that demonstrate the weaknesses of both the Anticor and
OLMAR algorithms. We further present a new strategy and algorithm that aims to tackle these weaknesses. Our
empirical studies have demonstrated that our new algorithm is shown to be more effective in terms of generating
higher returns (i.e., the total wealth), and it also incurs lower investment risk than existing online portfolio selection
algorithms.

1.1. Organization of the Paper

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some background and work related to the current
state-of-the art works in the field of portfolio selection and optimization. In particular, we will describe the Anticor
and OLMAR algorithms, which are considered as the state-of-the-art algorithms in the field. Section 3 evaluates
and presents the results of both the Anticor and OLMAR on most recent historical datasets from four different stock
markets. The objective is to examine the applicability of both algorithms in current market conditions. Section 4
further discusses the strengths and weaknesses of both Anticor and OLMAR algorithms, and presents the idea of
using market indices/benchmark indices to minimize investment risks. Section 5 presents our new strategy that
makes use of both benchmark index and dynamic moving average model based on the mean reversion properties.
Section 6 presents the results of the empirical studies on the proposed strategy. Section 7 presents some caveats
and obstacles to utilizing the new strategy, and Section 8 concludes our paper with final remarks and future work.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Portfolio Selection Algorithms

There are two different categories of portfolio selection algorithms. The first category is based on theoretically
grounded algorithms, while the other category is based on heuristics. Earlier portfolio selection algorithms were
developed based on the theoretical guarantee of exponential growth, aiming to achieve as much wealth by
rebalancing the portfolio after each trading day. The concept is to allocate a proportionate amount of investment
to a set of individual stocks so that the wealth can accumulated at exponential rate until the end of investment
period. Such algorithms include Universal Portfolio [3], Stochastic Linear-Quadratic-Exponential [?], and Online
Newton Step [1]. These algorithms aim to accumulate the wealth a through sequential rebalancing strategy given
a sufficiently long period of time. Although very elegant in terms of their mathematical formulation, they have
displayed very disappointing performance in practical applications [2, 10].

More recent algorithms have employed heuristic strategies to maximise the total wealth based on historical stock
prices. They have been shown to outperform all theoretical algorithms in empirical studies. However, there are
only a handful of heuristic strategies that have been proposed recently. These include Anticor [2], Kalman Filtering
[11] and OLMAR [7, 9]. Anticor is the first algorithm which was shown to outperform all theory based algorithms,
including Nonparametric Nearest Neighbor [5], Nonparametric Nearest Neighbor Log-optimal [4], Online Newton
Step [1], Exponential Gradient [6], Exponential Gradient [6], and Universal Portfolio [3]. However, the latest
empirical studies have shown that the OLMAR outperformed both Anticor and all other algorithms in the literature
on three major historical datasets: NYSE, S&P500, and TSX markets. Independent studies conducted by Paul Perry
([12]) on more recent ETF datasets have also validated the superiority of OLMAR algorithm over other existing
algorithms. Interestingly, the OLMAR algorithm is based on the original concept of Anticor’s price mean reversal.
However, the difference is that Anticor is based on a single-period price reversal, while OLMAR exploits the multi-
period price reversal correlation to further increase the accuracy of the prediction. Recently, [11] also claims that
their proposed algorithm gives better profitability than Anticor, but the algorithm has not been validated extensively
for consideration as a serious contender.
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2.2. The Anticor Algorithm Revisited

In 2004, [2] published a very simple heuristic algorithm that has been demonstrated to outperform all other
existing portfolio selection algorithms in the literature. While traditional universal algorithms and technical trading
heuristics attempt to predict winners or trends, their approach, known as the Anticor algorithm, relies on predictable
statistical relations among all pairs of stocks in the portfolio. The principle of the Anticor (AC) algorithm is to
evaluate changes in overall stocks’ performance by dividing the historical sequence of past returns series into
equal-size periods known as windows, each with a length of w days, where w is an adjustable parameter.

Following the mean reversion principle, the algorithm will then transfer the wealth from recently high-
performing stocks to anti-correlated low-performing stocks. The idea is that low-performing stocks will eventually
increase to the prices’ mean.

Initially, Anticor captures a short stock market history between two consecutive windows LX1 and LX1, each
of w trading days [13, 2]:

LX1 =log(xt−2w+1)
T , ..., log(xt−w)

T

LX2 =log(xt−w+1)
T , ..., log(xt)

T

The LX1 and LX2 are the two vector sequences constructed by taking the logarithm over market subsequences
corresponding to the time windows [t− 2w + 1; t− w] and [t− w + 1; t], respectively. Further, window size w
is chosen based on historical performance. In [2]’s empirical studies, the chosen value is w = 30 for the best
performance. Next, the cross-correlation matrix between column vectors in LX1 and LX2 is calculated as follows:

Mcov(i, j) =(LX1i − µ1i)
T (LX2j − µ2j)

T

Mcorr(i, j) =

{
Mcov(i,j)

σ1iσ2j
σ1i, σ2j ̸= 0

0 otherwise.

The strategy of the algorithm is to generate signal based on two important conditions. The first condition is
when it detects that stock i has outperformed stock j during the last window. The second condition is when the
stock i’s performance in the last window is anti-correlated to stock j’s performance in the second last window
[µ2(i) ≥ µ2(j) ∧Mcorr(i, j) > 0]. If both criteria are met, the algorithm then transfer weight allocation from
stock i to stock j in the hope that stock j will increase, leading to higher profits gained.

Despite the algorithm’s simplicity, the empirical results for four major market indices (NYSE, S&P500, DJIA,
and TSX) from July 1962 to April 2013 have provided strong evidence that the Anticor algorithm is able to
significantly beat the market. Moreover, it also beat the best stocks in their respective markets.

2.3. The OLMAR Algorithm Revisited

The On-Line Portfolio Selection with Moving Average Reversion (OLMAR) was initially inspired by the Anticor
algorithm, which makes use of a single period mean reversal correlation to determine which subsets of high-
performing stocks should be transferred to poor performing stocks. [9] discovered that the Anticor’s single period
mean reversion approach has several drawbacks as stock prices frequently fluctuate due to inherent noises.

To overcome the limitation, the authors proposed the OLMAR algorithm that makes use of both short-term mean
and long-term mean based on a multiple-period mean reversion, or the so-called “Moving Average Reversion”
(MAR) to explicitly predict next price relatives using moving averages. Initially, the OLMAR algorithm calculates
moving average reversion based on the expected price relative vector:
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where w is the window size and ⊗ denotes element-wise production. The algorithm passively keeps the previous
solution if the classification is correct, while aggressively approaching a new solution if the classification is
incorrect. The algorithm then solves a quadratic optimization problem to determine the optimal weight allocation
for each selected stock in the portfolio.

The OLMAR algorithm employs two controlling parameters: window size w and the ϵ parameters. Window
size indicates the maximum lookup time period (i.e., number of days), which then specifies how many days
the algorithm should consider in the past in order to calculate the moving average. The reversion threshold ϵ
is used to maximize the expected return based on the historical performance. For each time step, the algorithm
continues to update the portfolio based on the predicted price relative vector, the window size w and the reversion
threshold ϵ, and past t portfolio weight allocation bt. Based on the empirical evaluation, it was demonstrated that
parameters ϵ = 10 and w = 5 provide a consistent results for OLMAR in all cases. The values of the parameters
of OLMAR were chosen using “educated guesses”, followed by some trial-and error experimentation to fine-tune
the performance. Li et al. discovered that these settings achieve the top performance among all competitors. On the
well-known benchmark NYSE(O), OLMAR significantly outperforms all other algorithms including the Anticor.
Similar observations were also found for the NYSE(N) portfolio. However, OLMAR was unable to beat the Anticor
on the DJIA dataset. This has cast some doubt on the effectiveness of the OLMAR algorithm. Nonetheless, these
doubts demonstrate the need for further examination of both algorithms in detail to determine both their strengths
and weaknesses.

3. Evaluating Anticor and OLMAR

In [2], empirical studies from four historical market datasets were examined. Each study involved various
benchmarks of different stock market index exchanges (i.e., NYSE, SP100, DJIA, and TSX). Comparisons were
made for all existing portfolio selection strategies. Anticor showed outstanding performance on the NYSE, TSX,
SP500, and DJIA indices for the period spanning Jan 1998 to 2003. [9] also conducted a detailed empirical study
on the Anticor and existing portfolio strategies selected stocks from the NYSE, DJA, and TSE stock indices. A
portfolio of 17 stocks was selected from the NYSE market, then tested from 1985 to 2010; a portfolio of 30 stocks
from the DJIA index were selected and tested from 2001 to 2003 period; a porfolio 22 stocks were selected from the
TSE market and tested from 1994 to 1998. [9] also proposed the OLMAR algorithm, which was shown to be more
effective than the Anticor algorithm on these four datasets. Interestingly, empirical study has also demonstrated
that none of other existing algorithms were able to outperform either Anticor and OLMAR in any stock indices,
while OLMAR has been shown to provide significantly better performance than Anticor by 3 orders of magnitude
almost in all datasets (apart from the DJIA market).

[11] has conducted a preliminary evaluation of various portfolio selection algorithm on previously untested
markets datasets. The evaluation includes the TOP (South Africa), FTSE (UK), TSE (Canada), and NASDAQ100
(US) indices in a recent period spanning Jan 2000 to Oct 2013. Datasets from previous studies were also used for
benchmarks. The authors proposed an alternative variant of Anticor algorithm using the Kalman Filtering method
to enhance the algorithm strategy, which has been shown to be effective based on empirical results. However, this
achievement was no better than that of OLMAR, which was able to outperform the Anticor algorithm by 3 orders
of magnitude.

Based on past empirical evaluation, the Anticor has been evaluated using several stock market indices until 2013.
On the other hand, the OLMAR algorithm has only been evaluated on market datasets up to period 2010. It would
therefore be interesting to find both algorithms perform with more recent market data until the year 2017. We
therefore re-evaluate both Anticor and OLMAR algorithms using the most recent market data. In order to avoid
experimental bias, we use the same stock selection as used by [2]. The aim is to examine how these algorithms
would perform in current market. At the time of writing, the latest market data which can be obtained is December
2017. Figure 1 shows the total returns of both ANTICOR and OLMAR on four historical datasets (i.e., SP100,
NYSE, TSX, and DJIA) based on [2]’s stock selection.
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(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 1. ANTICOR’s vs. OLMAR’s total return (per $1 investment) based on Borodin’s stock selection from January 2000
until December 2017 period. ANTICOR is shown in purple while OLMAR is shown in red. The total wealth is calculated at
the end of each investment day. (Best viewed in color)

The OLMAR algorithm spectacularly outperforms Anticor for most markets, except for the S&P 500 portfolio
index. This is because OLMAR incurs significant loss during the recession 2008 period. For all markets, both
algorithms lost significant portion of its previous gain in just less than one year during 2008. For S&P market, it can
be observed that the Anticor algorithm starts to outperform the OLMAR algorithm. Several important findings may
be made from this observation. First, the OLMAR works spectacularly well in bull market conditions. Empirical
results show than it performed exceedingly well during the period spanning 2003 to 2007, which is considered a
bull period in US stock market history. However, both Anticor and OLMAR bear a great risk during recession/bear
period because they wiped out a large proportion of investor wealth. In 2008, we can observe a very sharp decline in
terms of total wealth due to the large losses the algorithm incurs. In fact, all returns and wealth generated between
2000 and 2007 were wiped out in just one year after the 2008 market recession.

From these findings, the particular weaknesses of both algorithms are apparent. The OLMAR performs
spectacularly well in bull conditions, but incurs significant loss under bear markets. Similarly, the Anticor also
incurs significant loss during the recession. It can be observed that the gains made by both algorithms from 2005 to
2007 were also wiped out in 2008. Hence, both algorithms are considered risky because there are several instances
in which they experienced losses of more than 20% in a single day during the investment period. Furthermore, both
algorithms are unable to generate consistent returns for most years. It can be seen the OLMAR algorithm incurs
significant losses during the year 2010 to 2013; this is clearly observed for NYSE and TSX markets. However,
the Anticor algorithm surprisingly outperforms the OLMAR algorithm during the same period. Nonetheless, both
algorithms continue to incur further losses for the year 2014 onwards.
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(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 2. Anticor’s total cumulative wealth on the portfolios form the NYSE, S&P500, DJIA, and TSX indices with varying
window size w = 3, w = 5, w = 10, w = 15, w = 30 for the period Jan 2000 to Dec 2017. (Best viewed in color)

The OLMAR algorithm is based on multi-period reversion mean, which makes the assumption that the prices
of poorly performing stocks will return to their historical averages over time. However, as can be observed from
empirical results, this assumption leads to a few crucial issues. It is not clear what is the best way to compute
the price mean due to market volatility. What window size w should be used: last 5 days, 10 days, 20 days, or
30 days? Based on the window size, the trend outcome will be interpreted differently. [2] suggested w = 30 as the
optimal window size for NYSE, DJIA, SP500, and TSX historical datasets. Of course, it may be argued the optimal
parameter largely depends on the characteristics of specific historical datasets. Hence, it is important to determine
the optimal window size w in order to achieve the best performance.

Figures 2 and 3 show Anticor’s and OLMAR’s cumulative wealth on four different portfolio index from four
different market indices under varying window size w = 3, w = 5, w = 10, w = 15 during the period Jan 2000 to
Dec 2017. As can be observed, the optimal window size varies from one index to another. For the NYSE portfolio
index, w = 10 gives the best total wealth, whereas the best profits are achieved by different window sizes for other
portfolio indices varies. The results reveal that the optimal window does not always provide better improvement
with size. For example, the w = 3 gives better performance on the NYSE index portfolio when compared to w = 15
for NYSE stock portfolio. In fact, the window size w = 30 incurs the worst performance for the NYSE data.

The bottom left of the Figure 3 further illustrates the instability of the window size. In previous studies, [2]
claimed that window size does not have a significant impact on performance. Our results have demonstrated
otherwise. It may be observed that window size 10 (i.e., w = 10) generates the best returns for the NYSE stock
but the same window size used for S&P500 incurs the worst loss. This demonstrates that employing one specific
window size can provide the best returns from one market index (i.e., NYSE) while it can also provide worst returns
on other market (i.e., S&P 500) simultaneously. It is certainly not claimed here that the results presented previously
in [2] were erroneous, or that the new results in this paper somehow invalidate those earlier results. Rather, in the
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(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 3. OLMAR’s total cumulative wealth on the portfolios form the NYSE, S&P500, DJIA, and TSX indices with varying
window size w = 3, w = 5, w = 10, w = 15, w = 30 for the period Jan 2000 to Dec 2017. (Best viewed in color)

light of empirical evaluation on more recent datasets, we have gained a new and more informed perspective on both
the Anticor and OLMAR results presented in [2] and [9]; those earlier results now appear less promising in light
of the new data from experiments with a more realistic scenario and more recent historical data.

The OLMAR algorithm is based on multi-period reversion mean, which makes the assumption that the prices
of poorly performing stocks will return to their historical averages over time. However, as can be observed from
empirical results, this assumption leads to a few crucial issues. It is not clear what is the best way to compute
the price mean due to market volatility. What window size w should be used: last 5 days, 10 days, 20 days, or
30 days? Based on the window size, the trend outcome will be interpreted differently. [2] suggested w = 30 as the
optimal window size for NYSE, DJIA, SP500, and TSX historical datasets. Of course, it may be argued the optimal
parameter largely depends on the characteristics of specific historical datasets. Hence, it is important to determine
the optimal window size w in order to achieve the best performance.

Figures 2 and 3 show Anticor’s and OLMAR’s cumulative wealth on four different portfolio index from four
different market indices under varying window size w = 3, w = 5, w = 10, w = 15 during the period Jan 2000 to
Dec 2017. As can be observed, the optimal window size varies from one index to another. For the NYSE portfolio
index, w = 10 gives the best total wealth, whereas the best profits are achieved by different window sizes for other
portfolio indices varies. The results reveal that the optimal window does not always provide better improvement
with size. For example, the w = 3 gives better performance on the NYSE index portfolio when compared to w = 15
for NYSE stock portfolio. In fact, the window size w = 30 incurs the worst performance for the NYSE data.

The bottom left of the Figure 3 further illustrates the instability of the window size. In previous studies, [2]
claimed that window size does not have a significant impact on performance. Our results have demonstrated
otherwise. It may be observed that window size 10 (i.e., w = 10) generates the best returns for the NYSE stock
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Largest Losses by OLMAR Largest Losses by Anticor
Date Losses (%) Date Losses (%)

9/24/2008 -41 9/15/2008 -47
11/20/2008 -31 9/19/2008 -38
2/24/2009 -26 11/20/2008 -30
7/1/2009 -25 10/9/2008 -29

9/16/2008 -24 11/19/2008 -26
Table 1. Maximum Trading Daily losses incurred by both Anticor and OLMAR on the S&P500 stock market portfolio.

Stock Longest Drawdown (Days) Largest Drawdown (%)
F 333 -48
BAC 148 -12
MCD 29 -7
IBM 201 -23

Table 2. The longest and the largest drawdown for individual stocks (from different market indices) before the prices reversed
back to their former historical averages

but the same window size used for S&P500 incurs the worst loss. This demonstrates that employing one specific
window size can provide the best returns from one market index (i.e., NYSE) while it can also provide worst returns
on other market (i.e., S&P 500) simultaneously. It is certainly not claimed here that the results presented previously
in [2] were erroneous, or that the new results in this paper somehow invalidate those earlier results. Rather, in the
light of empirical evaluation on more recent datasets, we have gained a new and more informed perspective on both
the Anticor and OLMAR results presented in [2] and [9]; those earlier results now appear less promising in light
of the new data from experiments with a more realistic scenario and more recent historical data.

Next, we are also interested in examining the reasons for the poor performance of these two algorithms. Earlier,
we noted that both algorithms posted significant losses during the recession period of 2008-2009. Table 1 shows
the maximum trading daily loss incurred by both algorithms between this period on the NYSE dataset. The Anticor
algorithm suffers the most in terms maximum loss, with one-day very largest -47% on the 15th September 2008,
while the OLMAR also made a large one-day loss at 41% on the 24th September 2008. This is due to the over-
optimistic strategy of the mean-reversal principle. In the historical data, there were a number of cases which show
that the stock prices took a very long period before they returned to their former historical averages. For example,
AIG had a consecutive price decline from November 2008 until the end of 2010 (more than 2 years) before it started
to revert back to its former historical average. Hence, a strategy that always anticipate stocks would revert to their
historical averages will incur significant losses during this period. This explains why both algorithms (especially
Anticor) experienced significant losses during the recession period or bear market.

To illustrate this point, Table 2 further shows the longest drawdown incurred by both Anticor and OLMAR (in
terms of the number of n days) for individual stocks (from various market indices) and the largest drawdown they
incur before the prices started to recover to their former historical averages. It can be seen that the F stock (i.e.,
Ford Motor Company) took 333 days before its stock price returns to its former historical mean (from March 2011
to Nov 2012). On the other hand, the MCD stock (i.e. McDonald’s) took only 29 days to revert to its price mean
during the same time period. The results demonstrate that the mean reversion between pairs of stock prices cannot
be used to reliably determine when stocks should recover to their historical averages. In some cases, the waiting
time may be very long and significantly vary from one stock to another. Hence, this simple observation indicates
that a single optimal window size is not sufficient to determine even a short-term trend in stock prices.

Negative news and/or changes to the companies’ fundamentals can also have a sudden impact on the stock market
price regardless how good is the stock fundamentals are. Such an impact may last several days. For example, in
15th September 2008, the American International Group Inc. (AIG) has posted its largest 1-day loss of 60.8% from
its market share after the company failed to present a plan to raise capital and omit credit rating downgrades. In the
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following days, its share price continued to decline by 21% and 45%, respectively. As previously shown in Table
1, both OLMAR and Anticor made huge losses in single day due to this phenomena. A large portion of wealth was
wiped out during such events, highlighting the inherent risk associated with both algorithms. Worryingly, there are
also many cases in the history which demonstrate that stocks will never revert to the original mean at all due to
company’s fundamental problems. The AIG stock is such example. AIG was initially listed in the DJIA stock index
but later removed due to its continuous streak of bad performance.

In 1991, [3] published an influential paper of the first online portfolio selection algorithm and has made its
experimental dataset available to the public. Since then, the datasets have been used by all new proposed algorithms
as a benchmark dataset. There are, however, several considerable issues with the data. First, several stocks which
were originally listed in the dataset are no longer one of the largest from the index composite. They may not provide
market liquidity. For instance, Commercial Metals company (NYSE:CMC), Kimberly Clark Corp (NYSE:KMB),
and Kinark Corporation (NYSE:NGA) are no longer listed as the top 20 largest market capitalization in the NYSE
index. Further, Kodak was also delisted from the NYSE index in 2012 due to bankruptcy. Second, changes are
often made in the index after several years. For example, in November 1999, Chevron, Goodyear, Sears Roebuck,
and Union Carbide in the DJIA index were replaced by Home Depot, Intel, Microsoft, and SBC Communications.

Third, using old datasets may introduce potential dataset selection and/or data-snooping biases. Dataset selection
and snooping biases occur when a given set of data is used more than once for purposes of inference or model
selection [14]. When such data reuse occurs, there is always a possibility that any satisfactory results obtained
may simply be due to chance rather than to any merit inherent in the method yielding the results. Hence, a more
comprehensive test of performance across variations are needed to ensure some degree of confidence that one will
not mistake results that may have been generated by chance for genuinely good results.

To avoid dataset selection and/or data-snooping biases, we created four new historical datasets from the four
different markets (i.e., NYSE, DJIA, SP500, and TSX). The stock selection is made based on 2 important criteria:
1) The selected stock must be listed in the index from the beginning of 2000 (since this is our starting point of
test runs); and 2) the selected stock must belong to one of the largest companies by market capitalization with
high liquidity. The results are summarized in Figure 4 , showing the accumulated total wealth attained by both
Anticor and OLMAR. A comparison with earlier results (i.e, Figure 1) reveals significant differences in terms
of the performance (i.e, total wealth, annualized return, and Sharpe ratio). Both Anticor and OLMAR performed
worst on new stock selection of portfolios (i.e., lower wealth, lower sharp ratio) in all 4 index markets: NYSE,
TSX, SP500, and DJIA. For the new NYSE portfolio, OLMAR only managed to achieve 4.17 of total wealth and
Sharpe ratio of 0.14 on the NYSE datasets. When compared to the original Borodin’s NYSE datasets within the
same period (i.e., 2000-2017), this would account for less than 300% of the total wealth (the total wealth was 13.12
with a Sharpe ratio of 0.4 on Borodin’s NYSE datasets).

In the new DJIA portfolio, differences are more apparent when the portfolio of stocks is extended for longer
time. Earlier results on the Borodin’s DJIA dataset have demonstrated that OLMAR generated total wealth of
1.54; 24.34% annualized return; 0.44 Sharpe ratio between 2001 and 2003. Fig. 1c shows the results of the DJIA
portfolio between extended period of 2000 to 2017. Anticor achieved a total wealth of 1.42, while OLMAR only
achieved a total wealth of 1.21, which represents annualized returns of only 1.9% and 1.2%, respectively. This
implies that the strategies achieve not more than 0.2 total wealth in average per year. Further, they both obtained
very low Sharpe ratio of 0.09 and 0.03, respectively. This is significantly lower when compared to the total wealth
of 1.54 for the 2-year period (i.e., 2001-2003), which OLMAR achieved with the Borodin’s dataset. Such large
differences demonstrate that both Anticor and OLMAR algorithms are not robust enough for a wide selection of
stock portfolios, despite being validated on the same market indices.

Significant differences in performance can be clearly observed in such cases, not only in different market
datasets, but these differences are so apparent with different selection of stocks on the same market index across
different time periods. These findings now cast serious doubt on past empirical results concerning the robustness
of both Anticor and OLMAR. The results have clearly demonstrated that both algorithms failed to adapt with new
unseen market data and unseen market volatility. If the algorithms cannot cope with different set of stocks under
varying market conditions (i.e., bull and bear markets), then these algorithms will attract little practical interest.
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(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 4. ANTICOR’s vs. OLMAR’s total return (per $1 investment) from the period 2000 and 2017. (Best viewed in color)

4. Using Market indices and/or Benchmark indices to Minimize Risks

In the previous section, we have seen how both Anticor and OLMAR incur significant losses during certain market
periods, especially during bear or recession times. The risk are too great. We saw many instances in both Anticor
and OLMAR in which more than 20% of investor’s wealth could be wiped in a single day. This is due to the “non-
mean reversion” phenomena, in which the invested stocks fail to recover their prices from their original means.

The risks involved in such strategies are perhaps a primary reason for why investors prefer to invest in index
funds rather than actively managed funds. Fund managers commonly agree that the market recession and the bull
market can be detected earlier from the index trend since these indices take a broad economic view. In 2008, a
steep declined in stock prices may be observed for all four market indices. Such indicator provided an early sign
of recession or bear market periods. A major pragmatic question is whether one can utilize such index information
to guide the investment decision by both Anticor and OLMAR. A promising approach is to make use of simple
statistical relations of the overall market sentiments. Market indices can be very useful a complementary tool to
detect early signs of bull, bear, or flat market. The portfolio strategy would then take advantage of such detection
to determine whether to invest or not in a particular day. If bull market sign is detected, the best strategy may be
to maximize investment; if a bear market sign is detected, the strategy may consider not investing in the market; if
flat sign is discovered, the optimum strategy is perhaps to make a conservative investment.

Both Anticor and OLMAR employ a mean reversion strategy exploiting the properties of financial markets,
which assumes poor performing stocks will perform well in the subsequent periods and vice versa. However,
empirical studies conducted by the earlier results indicate this is not often the case. We have seen several cases
which have been demonstrated in the history that individual stocks often continue to decline in prices on two major
factors: (1) major recession such as during the bear market, and (2) the stock starts to have negative outlook among
investors due to bad fundamentals, rumours, and/or a company’s internal problem. Such phenomena explain why
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both Anticor and OLMAR heavily suffer in selected periods, whereby the majority of stocks tend to decline in
values regardless of the their fundamentals.

We propose a portfolio selection and optimization strategy, which aims to minimize the risks of bad investments
so that the investors’ wealth can be protected and sustained during bad periods. The first step of the proposed
strategy is to make use of the market index to generate a benchmark index which may be used to evaluate the
risk involved in making investment for a particular day. Based on the calculated risk, a decision can be made
either to invest or not to invest. The second step is to determine a subset of stocks to invest (provided a buy signal
has been triggered by the first step), assigning greater weights to selected stocks which would offer higher gains
based on the mean reversion principle (i.e., selecting stocks with high likelihood for their prices to revert to their
historical averages). The rationale behind this approach is to avoid investment during a bear market, while at the
same time maximizing profits during a bull market. We will perform a demonstration with real historical datasets
from various markets, such that the proposed strategy offers better returns with minimal risks when compared to
all other existing approaches.

5. Dynamic Moving Average Model with Benchmark Index (DMA-BI)

We propose the Dynamic Moving Average model with Benchmark Index (DMA-BI), which aims to take advantage
of the mean reversal phenomena at minimal risks. Similar to both Anticor and OLMAR, the strategy is to take
advantage of the fact that large potential gains can be realized from the mean reversion phenomenon (i.e., reversal
to the mean) but such investment trades must be filtered out using the benchmark index to avoid risky trades. That
is the motivation behind our DMA-BI strategy. By attempting to filter out trades that carry high risks, DMA-BI is
capable of some extraordinary performance with reasonable transaction costs.

There are two main steps of the strategy. The first step is to identify the trend movement of the next day in
order to determine whether it is worthwhile to make a trade. For this purpose, the strategy aims to predict the next
day trend movement based on current market trend. In achieving this, strategy creates a benchmark index that can
accurately represent the index of which the stocks represent. Let p, n and m be the number of stocks in the portfolio,
the number of stocks in benchmark index and number of stocks in the market index, respectively. The number of
stocks in the benchmark index may be exactly the same as its market index if the number of stocks is very minimal
(i.e.,n = m) or it may contain less stocks than the actual number of stocks in the indices (n ≤ m). This is often
the case for small market index like DJIA, in which it only comprises 30 stocks. However, some market indices
include a large number of stocks, and therefore it is costly and not practical to include every stock in the benchmark
index. In such scenario, the benchmark index must accurately replicate the movement of the market index with a
relatively small number of stocks. In our algorithm, we select a subset of stocks for our benchmark index based
on the largest market capitalization. The largest 100 companies in each market indices are selected based on their
market capitalization. They have been selected because they have the largest impact on the index, offering a high
probability of accurate replication of the market index.

Let s denote the stock selected for the benchmark index. The benchmark index will comprise a subset of chosen
stocks S = {s1, s2,...,sn}. The trend movement of stock s is calculated based on the moving average of the previous
k days’ closing prices. If those prices are st, st−1, ..., st−k+1 then the trend movement for stock s is calculated based
its moving average:

tm(s)k =
st + st−1 + ...+ st−k+1

k
(1)

where k is chosen based on historical performance. In our empirical studies, k is set to 1 ≤ k ≤ 300 to capture
short- and medium-term trends.

Thus, the benchmark index for the current day can be computed as follows:

bi =

∑|S|
i=1 tm(si)

|S|
(2)
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The benchmark index bi is calculated dynamically every day after the market closes. The benchmark index
will serve as a metric to estimate the latest market trend before any investment decision is made. Initially, the
trend movement of the today’s stock price and the historical price is computed based on the chosen kth value. For
example, if k = 1, then the trend movement tm(s)1 for stock s is computed. On the other hand, if k is chosen as
10 (i.e., k = 10), then the trend movement tm(s)10 for stock s is computed.

Based on both tm(s) and benchmark index bi values, the algorithm then decides whether stock s is safe to invest.
If the individual stock s declines at faster rate than the benchmark index: tm(s) < 1, bi < 1 and tm(s) < bi, such
stock is considered risky to invest because it declines worse than the benchmark index. This implies that there is a
high probability that the stock price will further decline due to a number of negative factors (i.e, bad earnings, bad
news events, negative shareholder reactions, etc.). Hence, such stock will not be chosen for next day trade. This
ensures only non-risky stocks are selected for investment. The algorithm will only trigger a buy signal for stock s
only if the benchmark index is positive and when the trend movement for stock s exceeds the benchmark index.

Formally, suppose the set K represents all non-risky stocks in a portfolio which have been filtered out, a buy
signal of a stock s is denoted as f(s) and is defined as follows:

f(s) =

{
s ∈ K iftm(s) ≥ 1, bi ≥ 1, tm(s) ≥ bi

s ̸∈ K otherwise
(3)

The algorithm will filter out all risky stocks (i.e., s ̸∈ K) and once we have defined a set of K non-risky stocks,
the next step of our strategy is to maximize the profit by selecting the most profitable stocks to trade. This is partly
inspired by the mean reversion principle, which indicates that poor performing stocks will revert to their original
prices. Hence, the strategy is to prioritize worst performing stocks that have high likelihood of returning to their
historical averages.

In order to allocate worst performing stocks with higher weight allocation, we would need to compute the total
trend movement value of all stocks in the portfolio K. If there are n assets in the portfolio K, the total trend
movement value of the portfolio is defined as:

tmv =

n∑
i=1

tm(si) (4)

Suppose y and z are portfolio weight vectors, the algorithm should then choose a portfolio y over portfolio z if
the total trend movement value of y is less than to that of portfolio z.

Hence, if tmv(y) and tmv(z) represent the total trend movement values for both portfolio y and z, we can now
define the preference relation as follows:

y ≻ x ⇐⇒
wa{y, z ∈ K|y.tmv(y) < z.tmv(z)} <

wa{y, z ∈ K|z.tmv(z) < y.tmv(y)} (5)

where wa is a parameter that allows one to control the proportion of stocks to be selected for allocation. Next,
we would need to consider the risk level of each stock based on its historical volatility. The risk is identified as the
variance of the portfolio σ2, in which the variance-covariance matrix Σ is computed. We also calculate the average
risk level avgσ2 from all stocks in the portfolio. Next, we can now find an optimal portfolio P (from a set of stocks
in portfolio K) of whose risk is less than the average risk level avgσ2:

P = {y ∈ Rn|2y .Σ ≤ avgσ2} (6)

Further, we would need to find a solution that minimizes the total trend movement values relative to a maximum
risk constraint. This is achieved by finding the minimum of the linear function m (a vector m) on the set of P of
portfolios respecting this constraint. Suppose y and z are arbitrary portfolios, then

y ≻ x ⇐⇒ y.m < z.m (7)
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Strategy NYSE S&P500 DJIA TSX
DMA-BI 34.22 15.39 2.64 2.43

0.67 / 25.31% 0.45 / 19.07% 0.25 / 6.31% 0.21 / 5.75%
Anticor 1.08 6.20 5.18 0.96

0.03 / 2.41% 0.19 / 12.36% 0.21 / 10.95% -0.01 / -0.24%
OLMAR 4.52 2.20 1.50 0.41

0.15 / 10.12% 0.07 / 5.17% 0.05 / 2.59% -0.12 / -5.4%

Table 3. DMA-BI results in terms of the total wealth, Sharpe ratio, and annualized returns based on the historical datasets
for 4 market indices.

Finally, we can find the optimum portfolio by solving the following linear program with quadratic constraints:

min
y

y.m

s.t. 2y .Σ ≤ avgσ2

n∑
i=1

yi = 1

yj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ N

(8)

6. Empirical Studies

The work reported in this paper is motivated by the belief that the portfolio selection strategy combining both a
market index predictor (i.e., benchmark index) and selecting stocks with high likelihood of mean reversion would
improve the performance in terms of achieving higher wealth and lower investment risk.

To validate this, we present an experimental study of the DMA-BI strategy with both Anticor and OLMAR.
Four main historical datasets are used, each from different market. The first NYSE dataset comprises a selection of
stocks from the NYSE market during the period 2000 to 2017. The stocks are chosen based on a number of criteria.
The NYSE comprises 100 top stocks with the largest market capitalization. To avoid data-snooping bias, market
capitalization was selected based on its listing at the year 2000. Hence, this represents a realistic scenario since the
strategy does not know whether the same 100 stocks will continue to remain in the largest market capitalization
category in the next 15 years. Similarly, the top 100 stocks (by largest market capitalization) will also be selected
for other market indices such as the SP100, and TSX indices. The only exception is the DJIA since the index only
comprises 30 stocks at a maximum. Hence, all 30 stocks from the DJIA will be included in the DJIA datasets.
The benchmark index is chosen by the top 20 stocks (by largest market capitalization) for all markets (i.e., NYSE,
S&P500, DJIA and TSX). To facilitate comparisons, all datasets will begin from Jan 2000 and ends at Dec 2017
(as of today’s date). Hence, we will evaluate the performance of DMA-BI against Anticor and OLMAR during the
last 15 year period.

Table 3 reports on the performance summary of the DMA-BI strategy against both Anticor and OLMAR on four
different markets i.e., NYSE, S&P500, DJIA, and TSX. The performance is shown in terms of the total wealth,
Sharpe ratio, as well as the annualized return. Overall, the DMA-BI strategy generates higher returns with less risks
when compared to the other two strategies. In particular, the strategy produces excellent and fantastic returns on the
NYSE and S&P markets with the total wealth of 34.22, and 15.38, respectively. These returns are very impressive.
For the TSX market, the DMA-BI also outperforms both Anticor and OLMAR by generating returns at 2.43, while
Anticor only achieves 0.96 and further the OLMAR only achieves 0.41. This shows that the DMA-BI strategy is
superior than both Anticor and OLMAR in NYSE, S&P, and the TSX markets.

Average Total Wealth
NYSE S&P DJIA TSX
5.25 4.51 2.34 5.05

Table 4. Average total wealth on four different stock porfolios during 200-2017 investment period.
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DMA-BI’s Top 5 Gains/Losses Anticor’s Top 5 Gains/Losses
Gains (%) Losses (%) Gains (%) Losses (%)
+15.8 -19.7 +45.6 -28.7
+13.0 -12.1 +20.6 -25.1
+11.2 -11.6 +20.3 -22.2
+10.7 -9.7 +17.6 -18.0
+10.1 -9.1 +16.7 -17.5

Table 5. Maximum Trading Daily Gains and Losses incurred by the DMA-BI and Anticor on the DJIA stock market portfolio.

However, we can also observe that the DMA-BI strategy fails to outperform the Anticor on the DJIA market.
To understand this lack of performance, it is necessary to examine the overall index performance of both the all
the four markets, especially the DJIA and TSX markets. Table 4 shows the average performance of our portfolio
on all four markets. Via close examination, we can observe that the DJIA and TSX portfolios perform very poorly
when compared to the NYSE and S&P portfolios. For the last 15 years, the DJIA only returned a total wealth of
2.34 on average, whereas all other stock index portfolios return above 4.5. This explains the reason for the lack of
performance for the DMA-BI strategy on the DJIA portfolio. Nonetheless, the DMA-BI still achieves higher total
wealth than the DJIA’s average return with a total wealth of 2.64, whereby the DJIA only returns a total wealth of
2.34. This indicates that superiority of the DMA-BI strategy to outperform the market benchmark even the index
itself performs poorly. Furthermore, the DMA-BI strategy significantly outperforms both the Anticor and OLMAR
for the TSX portfolio. Surprisingly, both Anticor and OLMAR suffer wealth losses on the TSX portfolio, with
Anticor returns a loss of 0.24% annually and OLMAR returns even large loss at the rate of -5.4% annually. On the
other hand, the DMA-BI strategy achieves positive returns with an average annualized return of 5.75%.

For the DJIA dataset, the Anticor is able to achieve a total wealth of 5.18, which is almost double to that of the
DJIA’s. Further, while the OLMAR incurs the worst return, the Anticor surprisingly outperforms the DMA-BI by
generating a total wealth of 5.18, when compared to the total wealth of 2.64 generated by the DMA-BI strategy.
This is quite impressive but since the Anticor algorithm has repeatedly given very poor performance on other 3
datasets, it is interesting to examine why Anticor gives spectacular return in this case. To examine this further,
Table 5 shows the breakdown of the largest gains achieved by both strategies during the investment period. It can
be seen that the Anticor strategy generates a very high return of 46% in a single day. On the other hand, the highest
profit achieved by the DMA-BI is below than 20% (i.e., 15.8). However, the losses incurred by the Anticor is also
significantly higher than that of the DMA-BI. It can be observed that the Anticor incurred three daily large negative
returns with losses more than 20% in a single day. Further examination shows that the Sharpe ratio between the
DMA-BI and the Anticor is very insignificant: the DMA-BI has Sharpe ratio of 0.25 and the Anticor has a sharp
ratio of 0.21. This illustrates that Anticor’s strategy is more risky than the DMA-BI strategy. Despite earning lower
return than the Anticor, the DMA-BI strategy generates profit at much lower risk; unlike Anticor, the DMA-BI
never loses more than 20% of its wealth in a single day. Table 6 provides more detailed information of the top
losses incurred by Anticor, OLMAR, and DBA-BI on the four stock markets. It can be clearly seen that the DMA-
BI incurs very insignificant losses when compared to the Anticor and OLMAR in all four markets. For the NYSE
market, Anticor incurred worst performance with 55% loss, OLMAR also generated very high loss with 41%,
while DMA-BI incurred 9% loss only. Similar observations were also made on all remaining markets.

Next, we examine the performance impact of the DMA-BI under varying weight allocation parameter. As
previously mentioned, the DMA-BI strategy employs the weight allocation wa parameter, which is defined by
wa = 1/f, ..., 1.0, whereby wa ≥ 1/f and wa ≤ 1 where f is the number of filtered stocks. Given multiple choices
of filtered stocks, this parameter enables one to control the proportion of stocks to be allocated for trading decision.
For example, if wa = 1, all filtered stocks will be selected for allocation, whereas if wa = 1/f , only 1 stock will be
chosen for final allocation. Figure 6 illustrates the performance achieved for various wa weight allocations. Results
show the performance of DMA-BI varies as the parameter wa changes. As can be observed, the total wealth
decreases as the weight allocation increases. Interestingly however, the Sharpe ratio increases when the weight
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Table 6. Comparison of the top daily losses incurred by Anticor, OLMAR, and DMA-BI on NYSE, S&P, DJIA, and TSX
markets. The results are reported in terms of percentage of daily loss, starting from the largest to the lowest losses for each
strategy.

NYSE S&P DJIA TSX
ANTICOR OLMAR DMA-BI ANTICOR OLMAR DMA-BI ANTICOR OLMAR DMA-BI ANTICOR OLMAR DMA-BI

-0.5524 -0.41249 -0.090044 -0.24596 -0.26716 -0.13638 -0.2871 -0.23051 -0.1970 -0.29077 -0.22713 -0.11224
-0.4737 -0.30661 -0.079889 -0.20014 -0.249346 -0.12382 -0.2510 -0.21655 -0.1213 -0.22572 -0.17199 -0.07817
-0.3822 -0.25672 -0.078623 -0.19967 -0.227129 -0.09258 -0.2226 -0.1565 -0.1166 -0.21034 -0.16776 -0.0727
-0.3063 -0.24935 -0.072232 -0.1716 -0.212922 -0.09193 -0.1807 -0.12027 -0.0977 -0.16836 -0.16094 -0.0667
-0.2998 -0.23849 -0.06594 -0.16776 -0.210104 -0.08788 -0.1750 -0.11778 -0.0918 -0.16487 -0.13676 -0.05832
-0.2926 -0.23052 -0.06531 -0.14675 -0.171994 -0.07999 -0.1660 -0.10866 -0.0866 -0.15924 -0.12393 -0.05691
-0.2686 -0.22314 -0.064115 -0.14117 -0.167756 -0.07615 -0.1499 -0.10331 -0.0858 -0.1397 -0.12248 -0.05551
-0.2645 -0.22261 -0.059713 -0.1384 -0.162167 -0.07521 -0.1441 -0.09679 -0.0845 -0.13349 -0.12016 -0.05107
-0.2555 -0.16786 -0.049975 -0.13673 -0.160935 -0.07466 -0.1398 -0.08666 -0.0842 -0.12478 -0.11181 -0.05046
-0.2509 -0.11977 -0.049377 -0.12257 -0.136759 -0.07058 -0.1367 -0.08513 -0.0764 -0.12207 -0.10874 -0.04961
-0.2194 -0.09915 -0.04934 -0.12016 -0.124053 -0.0646 -0.1277 -0.08297 -0.0749 -0.11908 -0.10219 -0.04859
-0.2145 -0.0944 -0.048101 -0.1166 -0.12393 -0.06458 -0.1275 -0.08072 -0.0698 -0.11183 -0.10008 -0.04785
-0.2136 -0.09326 -0.047798 -0.11181 -0.122482 -0.0639 -0.1142 -0.07274 -0.0698 -0.11141 -0.0944 -0.04588
-0.2124 -0.08949 -0.046329 -0.10781 -0.120156 -0.06374 -0.1059 -0.07257 -0.0690 -0.10785 -0.09309 -0.04266
-0.2059 -0.08655 -0.04485 -0.10198 -0.120144 -0.06338 -0.1059 -0.07256 -0.0677 -0.10522 -0.09277 -0.04258
-0.2056 -0.08491 -0.043428 -0.10036 -0.119771 -0.06204 -0.1059 -0.0708 -0.0676 -0.10118 -0.09266 -0.04148
-0.1932 -0.08162 -0.043369 -0.09566 -0.111809 -0.05991 -0.1022 -0.06829 -0.0654 -0.09506 -0.09197 -0.04053
-0.1806 -0.0816 -0.042511 -0.09326 -0.109118 -0.05982 -0.1018 -0.06792 -0.0631 -0.09228 -0.09174 -0.03994
-0.1759 -0.07985 -0.042298 -0.09298 -0.108741 -0.05942 -0.0971 -0.06655 -0.0627 -0.09062 -0.09142 -0.03988
-0.1569 -0.07796 -0.041242 -0.09044 -0.102193 -0.05628 -0.0928 -0.06458 -0.0624 -0.09 -0.08949 -0.03847
-0.1509 -0.07543 -0.041169 -0.08782 -0.100083 -0.05517 -0.0915 -0.06351 -0.0622 -0.08874 -0.08839 -0.03809
-0.1435 -0.07056 -0.040231 -0.08692 -0.094396 -0.05469 -0.0896 -0.06338 -0.0614 -0.08847 -0.08795 -0.03808
-0.1406 -0.06535 -0.039624 -0.08474 -0.093091 -0.05327 -0.0888 -0.06229 -0.0611 -0.08728 -0.08754 -0.03802
-0.1405 -0.06466 -0.039497 -0.08379 -0.092773 -0.05302 -0.0845 -0.06183 -0.0592 -0.08706 -0.08655 -0.03679
-0.1385 -0.06452 -0.038941 -0.08279 -0.092659 -0.05189 -0.0800 -0.06038 -0.0583 -0.08701 -0.08491 -0.0366
-0.1310 -0.06379 -0.038145 -0.08271 -0.091968 -0.05072 -0.0781 -0.05866 -0.0575 -0.08402 -0.08416 -0.03627
-0.1305 -0.06171 -0.037685 -0.0816 -0.091738 -0.04948 -0.0772 -0.05807 -0.0571 -0.08287 -0.0816 -0.03596
-0.1291 -0.06109 -0.037609 -0.08067 -0.091454 -0.04869 -0.0768 -0.05791 -0.0571 -0.08136 -0.08058 -0.03569
-0.1282 -0.06091 -0.037443 -0.08058 -0.091418 -0.04832 -0.0756 -0.0572 -0.0568 -0.07806 -0.07995 -0.03527
-0.1249 -0.05929 -0.036887 -0.08053 -0.089491 -0.04735 -0.0752 -0.05609 -0.0562 -0.0774 -0.07985 -0.035
-0.1241 -0.05869 -0.036735 -0.07722 -0.088393 -0.04606 -0.0740 -0.05601 -0.0559 -0.07711 -0.07878 -0.03476
-0.1232 -0.05702 -0.0362 -0.07696 -0.088251 -0.0454 -0.0740 -0.05518 -0.0558 -0.0771 -0.07813 -0.03446
-0.1230 -0.05656 -0.035683 -0.07679 -0.087945 -0.04528 -0.0730 -0.05477 -0.0552 -0.07574 -0.07796 -0.03311
-0.1201 -0.05459 -0.035586 -0.07491 -0.087537 -0.04458 -0.0721 -0.05379 -0.0550 -0.0755 -0.07722 -0.03284
-0.1175 -0.05222 -0.035289 -0.07448 -0.086552 -0.04332 -0.0720 -0.05334 -0.0544 -0.07479 -0.07679 -0.03253
-0.1158 -0.05091 -0.035262 -0.07338 -0.085942 -0.04286 -0.0702 -0.05316 -0.0544 -0.07445 -0.0761 -0.0318
-0.1148 -0.05043 -0.034777 -0.0733 -0.084911 -0.0428 -0.0693 -0.05247 -0.0538 -0.07441 -0.07609 -0.03166
-0.1148 -0.05042 -0.03424 -0.07328 -0.084157 -0.0428 -0.0684 -0.05214 -0.0536 -0.07392 -0.07532 -0.03158
-0.1112 -0.04934 -0.033625 -0.07261 -0.081602 -0.04156 -0.0683 -0.05189 -0.0534 -0.07349 -0.07522 -0.03145
-0.1102 -0.04899 -0.033364 -0.07178 -0.08058 -0.04154 -0.0676 -0.05169 -0.0534 -0.07297 -0.07464 -0.031
-0.1062 -0.04876 -0.033336 -0.07148 -0.079954 -0.04147 -0.0657 -0.05129 -0.0526 -0.07293 -0.07367 -0.03062
-0.1042 -0.04858 -0.033188 -0.07117 -0.079852 -0.04129 -0.0654 -0.05116 -0.0520 -0.07193 -0.07363 -0.03045
-0.1021 -0.04852 -0.033132 -0.07114 -0.078781 -0.04119 -0.0653 -0.05113 -0.0518 -0.07149 -0.07146 -0.03022
-0.1018 -0.04843 -0.032652 -0.07102 -0.078129 -0.04088 -0.0652 -0.05046 -0.0517 -0.07091 -0.07056 -0.02994
-0.0999 -0.04762 -0.032475 -0.07014 -0.077962 -0.04082 -0.0652 -0.04948 -0.0514 -0.07085 -0.07022 -0.0299
-0.0990 -0.04647 -0.032123 -0.06973 -0.077216 -0.04024 -0.0647 -0.04924 -0.0506 -0.0706 -0.06993 -0.02974
-0.0987 -0.04604 -0.032064 -0.0693 -0.076789 -0.04004 -0.0635 -0.04879 -0.0502 -0.06954 -0.06899 -0.02938
-0.0987 -0.04582 -0.03203 -0.06928 -0.076103 -0.03964 -0.0632 -0.04868 -0.0497 -0.0695 -0.06859 -0.02878
-0.0957 -0.04524 -0.031887 -0.06896 -0.076092 -0.03937 -0.0626 -0.04822 -0.0495 -0.06903 -0.06815 -0.02868
-0.0942 -0.04423 -0.030991 -0.06777 -0.075428 -0.03925 -0.0622 -0.04814 -0.0488 -0.06801 -0.06787 -0.02817
-0.0923 -0.0414 -0.030691 -0.06669 -0.075318 -0.03906 -0.0619 -0.04801 -0.0488 -0.06555 -0.06645 -0.02814
-0.0921 -0.04134 -0.030348 -0.06651 -0.075283 -0.03897 -0.0614 -0.0479 -0.0486 -0.06486 -0.06555 -0.02805
-0.0920 -0.04122 -0.030236 -0.06585 -0.075223 -0.03896 -0.0609 -0.04778 -0.0485 -0.06454 -0.06538 -0.02801
-0.0913 -0.0409 -0.029887 -0.06585 -0.074644 -0.03837 -0.0606 -0.0475 -0.0483 -0.06268 -0.06466 -0.02799
-0.0912 -0.04047 -0.029865 -0.06544 -0.073671 -0.03762 -0.0604 -0.0468 -0.0479 -0.06246 -0.06454 -0.02792
-0.0901 -0.04042 -0.029792 -0.06347 -0.073631 -0.03695 -0.0603 -0.04644 -0.0477 -0.06238 -0.06452 -0.02791
-0.0899 -0.03902 -0.029577 -0.06329 -0.07178 -0.03693 -0.0598 -0.0457 -0.0472 -0.06026 -0.06444 -0.02776
-0.0895 -0.0382 -0.029551 -0.06283 -0.071459 -0.03669 -0.0593 -0.0454 -0.0470 -0.05927 -0.06379 -0.02769
-0.0893 -0.03813 -0.029373 -0.06278 -0.071141 -0.03661 -0.0578 -0.0454 -0.0469 -0.0588 -0.06378 -0.02723
-0.0890 -0.03789 -0.02911 -0.06224 -0.070555 -0.03656 -0.0576 -0.04528 -0.0466 -0.05835 -0.06361 -0.02723
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allocation increases. This seems contradictory on the surface, but on closer inspection we can see the reason from
Table 7.

Table 7 illustrates the maximum profits and losses incurred for various weight allocation parameters. It can be
clearly seen that gains and losses decrease significantly when the weight allocation increases. With wa = 0.0125,
the strategy is able to generate impressive 15.8%, 13.0%, and 11.2% gains in a single day. However, as the wa
increases to 0.12, the strategy only earns maximum 10.5% gain in a single day, while the other top 10 remaining
gains were under 10%. This pattern is more apparent when weight allocation is increased further to w = 0.5. As
can be observed, there is not a single day the strategy was able to achieve higher than 10% increase. The highest
gain achieved was only 9.1%. This implies that by increasing the weight allocation wa, the strategy tolerates less
risk at the expense of lower profits. Hence, investors can tune this parameter appropriately to achieve the most
comfortable level of risk.

Next, it is crucial to validate the DMA-BI strategy under trading costs and commissions. In previous studies, the
assumption is that investors pay at a rate of c/2 for each buy and for each sell. Hence, the return of a sequence
b1, ..., bn of portfolios with respect to a market sequence x1, ..., xn is

∏
t(bt.xt(1−

∑
j

c
2 | bt(j)− b̂t(j) |)), where

b̂t =
1

bt.xt
(bt(1)xt(1), ..., bt(m)xt(m)). Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the strategy with proportional

commission fee c = 0.1%, 0.2%, ..., 0.6%. For example, if the commission fee is at the rate of 0.1% per transaction,
this implies that $1 is paid for every $1000 of stocks bought or sold. Even such commission rate is considered
aggressive, since the current average commission by most brokers is $7.99, and active daily traders could find
several quality brokerage firms charging $4 to $5 per trade. Nonetheless, the results show that the DMA-BI strategy
is able to withstand reasonable commission rates and still generates high profits. For example, with c = 0.2%, the
algorithm still outperform on the NYSE market until c reaches 0.6 (i.e., c < 0.6%), where the total wealth starts
to deteriorate. This is very reasonable since most stock brokers charge very small commissions, and some even
charge a very small flat commission rate for high volume trade. Given a large scale of investment (with more than
$1,000,000 daily trade), the investors can further save from very large commissions and therefore only suffer a
very small proportional transaction deduction.

We may conclude that the results presented here have shown that indeed DMA-BI outperforms both Anticor and
OLMAR as well as the market index in all market indices under various conditions. This indicates that using market
index information as a benchmark index and using dynamic moving average to select profitable filtered stocks
are indeed beneficial. In fact, we are sufficiently encouraged to prompt speculation that perhaps more advanced
techniques of prediction can be developed to take advantage of the fact that we can now rely on the benchmark
index to determine whether the market trend is a bull or bear. Being able to determine this trend, we can further
identify and select the most profitable stocks to invest based on the mean reversion principle.

7. Other Caveats

We have analysed some other caveats or issues before the conclusion of our paper. A related problem that one must
face when actually trading is the difference between bid and ask prices. These bid-ask spreads (and the availability
of stocks for both buying and selling) are functions of stock liquidity and are typically small for large market

wa=0.0125 wa=0.12 wa=0.5
Gains (%) Losses (%) Gains (%) Losses (%) Gains (%) Losses (%)
+15.8 -19.7 +10.5 -9.0 +9.8 -8.5
+13.0 -12.1 +8.7 -7.9 +9.1 -7.4
+11.2 -11.6 +7.5 -7.8 +7.5 -7.2
+10.7 -9.7 +7.3 -7.2 +6.7 -6.4
+10.1 -9.1 +6.7 -6.5 +5.9 -5.8

Table 7. Top Daily Gains/Losses incurred by the DMA-BI on 3 different wa allocations.
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(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 5. Total wealth achieved by DMA-BI under increasing wa weight allocations. (Best viewed in color)

(a) NYSE (b) S&P 500

(c) DJIA (d) TSX

Figure 6. Total wealth achieved by DMA-BI under
increasing wa weight allocations. (Best viewed in color)

(a) c=0.1 (b) c=0.2

(c) c=0.4 (d) c=0.6

Figure 7. Total wealth achieved by DMA-BI under
increasing commission rate c for the NYSE portfolio
market.
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capitalization stocks. However, our DMA-BI strategy does not have this problem because we consider here only
very large market cap stocks (i.e. the top 100 largest companies by market capitalization). In fact, the strategy
creates a benchmark index from the market index to estimate the market trend. Hence, we agree that our strategy
may not work effectively for a portfolio comprising small caps or penny stocks because small caps and penny
stocks do not often move in tandem with the market index.

Any report of abnormal returns using historical markets should be suspected of data-snooping biases. In
particular, previous studies make the assumption that all stocks were traded every day and there were no
bankruptcies or stocks that became virtually worthless in any of these data sets. However, we have removed this
assumption in our datasets. We included all stocks which were originally listed in the indices from the beginning
of 2000 (since every trading day in our datasets start from 2000). This represents a realistic scenario because it is
not possible to anticipate which stocks will be out of the index in the future. Even under these strict conditions, our
DMA-BI strategy is able to withstand the test of time and generate spectacular returns.

Finally, stock selection is another data snooping hazard that can occur. One can claim that we simply choose the
stocks that would generate good performance for our strategy. However, our strategy has been tested with the 100
largest companies in four different markets for a long period (i.e., 15 years) until of Dec 2017.

8. Concluding Remarks

From the results summarized and analysed in this paper, it is clear that the DMA-BI is a genuine improvement
on both the Anticor and OLMAR strategies. One investigation has included a standard comparison of total wealth
returns, the annualized returns, and also the Sharpe ratio to measure the risk factors. We have demonstrated that
the DMA-BI strategy substantially outperform both Anticor and OLMAR - the best strategies currently reported
in the literature. We have also proposed a reason for this different in performance - that the DMA-BI strategy
learns to avoid risky investment based on historical performance of the market index, rather than simply trading
every day. Once a bull market has been detected, the DMA-BI strategy then employs both moving averages and
mean-reversal with volatility (covariance) optimization techniques to identify the most profitable stock(s) while
minimizing risk. To our knowledge, existing online portfolio selection algorithms (including Anticor and OLMAR)
have not considered risk at all, not to mention minimizing it.

Whilst the strategy has been proven effective, it is plausible that various other strategies, such as more
sophisticated machine learning techniques, may further improve the performance of the strategy. In particular,
the strategy chooses the k and wa values to compute the moving average and weight allocation to capture both
short-term and long-term trends. In our empirical studies, these parameters were dynamically calculated on a
daily basis based on the benchmark index. However, a more intelligent approach is to adaptively and tune these
parameters based on multi-objective parameter optimization using additional information such as individual stock
historical patterns, correlations between stocks, and the benchmark index as well their historical price averages.
We have not explored this direction but it could be interesting to examine the impact of such additional parameters.
Searching for multi-objective optimal parameters is likely to require nonlinear multivariate analysis techniques.
If such optimal parameters can be identified, then the next problem to be solved is finding a way to adjust those
independent parameter-values “on the fly” as the market alters dynamically.

One final caveat must be mentioned. Namely, the efficient market theory states that any trading and/or portfolio
selection algorithm has no extra edge on the market because the market will quickly react to any method which
does consistently and substantially beat the market. Like any other strategy, the widespread use of the DMA-BI
strategy may soon lead to the end of spectacular returns.
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